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Dave Lebow talks about End Time Visions

Dave Lebow’s End Time Visions opens at La Luz
de Jesus Gallery on Friday, June 1 as part of a
three-person show with Jason D’Aquino and
Jaime Zacarias aka GERMS. End Time Visions is
influenced by the biblical story of Revelations,
which is a subject matter that he started explor-
ing when he was recently commissioned to paint
seven pictures for a popular TV show. Those sev-
en paintings will be in the exhibit with many
more paintings that follow this theme albeit a lit-
tle more obliquely.

Dave answered a few questions about the show,
his inspirations and process.

beinArt: You have a rich color palate throughout
your pieces but of special note are your flesh
tones. What inspires and how do you achieve
these rich tones on the bodies of your subjects?

Dave Lebow: For years I’ve been painting from
life and putting down on canvas the notes of col-
ors as I observe them on the live model. For the
End Time Visions paintings I had to draw on my

knowledge and memory of the flesh tones as I used black and white photographic refer-
ence which I shoot myself from my models. I find that black and white photos free my
mind when choosing color and help me make more creative choices. I also at times di-
verge from lifelike color and try to create an interesting color harmony, for this I make
numerous preliminary color sketches before I begin the painting.

bA: Your pieces mix inspirations from old masters and surrealism. What and who, as
far as the technical art of painting, are your influences?
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DL: I look at many painters for inspiration; so
many that I can’t list them all here. I look to
many of the “golden age “illustrators like Har-
vey Dunn, Mead Schaeffer, Norman Rockwell,
Frank Schoonover and Howard Pyle. I like a lot
of the illustrators that did pulp covers as well,
like   Ward, Saunders and Rafael de Soto. I also
love many of the 19th century painters — some
of my favorites are Duveneck, Sargeant,
Whistler, Chase, Sargeant, Degas and Tissot. I
love many living painters;; Burt Silverman, Har-
vey Dinnerstien are big influences as well as
James Gurney and  Donato Giancola. Basically I

love realism in a painterly style. For a macabre or strange feeling in subject matter I real-
ly love Heinrich Kley and Gustove Dore.

bA: What are your thoughts on Revelationsversus the end of the Mayan Calendar?

DL: I don’t really believe in Revelations or any of that doomsday stuff.  I thought it was
fun to imagine all this wildness but I don’t really think there are demons flying around
or that the end is near in a supernatural way. I do have a hard time not imagining
strange scenarios and images as they seem to well up out of nowhere for me  at any
time.
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bA: Take us through your process; where do
your pieces start? When you are doing a body of
work, how much energy / thought do you give
to the preparation?  What is your average day
like when working on a show? When do you
know you are finished and ready to ship a show
to the gallery?

DL: First I make lots of thumbnail sketches and
notes of ideas I have for the piece. Once I have a
sketch that turns me on in an abstract design
way and seems to tell the story, I proceed to the
next step which is to hire my models and shoot
reference. I shoot hundreds of photos for one sto-
ry telling picture. Then I create a charcoal com-

prehensive of my preliminary sketch using my reference. Basically this is the painting
but in monochrome. I work out all the drawing and compositional problems at this
stage. Then I create color sketches, sometimes three or four before I get my color idea
set. Then I start the final painting. I usually work every day, except Sunday which is a
family day. I was pretty obsessed with this show and worked all the time and pretty
much drove my wife crazy with my ups and downs. I get really hard on myself when
I’m painting. I basically decided to paint many more paintings than we needed for this
show and I had (La Luz de Jesus gallery director) Matt Kennedy help me pick the best
ones to illustrate the show theme.

bA: How do you conceptualize the play between foreground and background in your
pieces.
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DL: Well I try to make the scene look as convinc-
ing as possible. So I try to find reference for the
background whether it’s a building, drapery,
cityscape or landscape. Many of these pictures in
this show have a dark void as the background;
it’s just a foil to make the figure stand out.
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